SFRC Eyes Blast Day
Acts On Union Plan

A motion was taken by the Student Faculty Relations committee Monday night to end the expansion of the Student Union.

A motion recommending a study and report on the feasibility of providing a special food service complex for the student body and a student union with an office and a student assembly to handle matters of concern to the students, was presented by Professor Fred Marple. The motion was carried unanimously.

In the absence of the motion's sponsor, Professor Marple explained that the student union has been approved by the board of trustees and is now legal to function as a student assembly. The present and the future of the student union will be discussed in the next meeting. A committee was named to seek the opinion of the students on the matter.

Investigation of Scot Athletic Policy Reveals a Clean Score

By David Little

With many colleges throughout the country competing in athletics, it is natural to look into Wooster's policy on the subject.

The College has made the observation that the intercollegiate play is a revenue-producing matter of the athletic program. In the past, the College has made a study of the financial aspect of the athletic program.

In the past, the College has made a study of the financial aspect of the athletic program.
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Beauitiful Son in Sat. Bag Rush

Starting at 10 a.m. on Saturday, the practice field and Galpin Park will be the scene of the annual student union volleyball-and-rugby game.

Under the auspices of the men's Association and managed by Tom Oakley, Douglas senior, and Larry Perry, senior, students will play in the event.

The prizes, promised by the house guests, will be awarded to the winners of the best games won during the season.

The event will be open to the public and will be a good opportunity for the students to meet and socialize.

W ooster, Ohio, Friday, October 3, 1951

Queen Rivalry High
As Five Seek Crown

Posters, and portraits of five of the leading and peppest leaders in the student union are being displayed today as a campaign for King of the crowned.

Nominated by the senior class for the position are Carole Booth, Bev Cahill, and Rocio DeWit. Each of these women will be accompanied by a friend and will be out seeking support to win the crown.

Cahill, who is currently President of the Student Union, will be assisted by Susan ship, Daphne Ross, and Bettyje Ross. Miss Cahill, who is a student at Wooster, is a member of Alpha Phi and is a member of the Women's Varsity Club. She is also a member of the Women's Literary Club and is a member of the Women's Athletic Club.

DeWit, who is currently President of the Student Union, will be assisted by Sue Ship, Daphne Ross, and Bettyje Ross. Miss DeWit, who is a student at Wooster, is a member of Alpha Phi and is a member of the Women's Varsity Club. She is also a member of the Women's Literary Club and is a member of the Women's Athletic Club.

Booth, who is currently President of the Student Union, will be assisted by Sue Ship, Daphne Ross, and Bettyje Ross. Miss Booth, who is a student at Wooster, is a member of Alpha Phi and is a member of the Women's Varsity Club. She is also a member of the Women's Literary Club and is a member of the Women's Athletic Club.

The candidates are currently being judged by judges appointed by the Student Union. The final decision will be made on Friday, October 3, 1951.
**Whips and Scorns**

By Bentley Durant

**At Convocation** we were advised that this semester’s festivities are to be held at 8:00 p.m. in the Convocation Hall. We do not know if Wooster will follow the fire. This is a word in defense of fevers, which has been an ever-present problem for some time. The fire is a word in defense of fevers, and a plea for the people of Wooster not to misuse it.

**The Anti-confrontationists** argue that fires destroy property and lives, and therefore are undesirable and a waste of public money. This conclusion, as any philosophy major will tell you, is plainly absurd. Can it be said that our subjective impressions correspond to objective reality? And, after all, how do we know that we know?—H.B.

**But Where Would Wooster Be** if this disaster had not galvanized us? It was not the result of a spontaneous explosion of a news chaser, and I believe the love of the fire.

**FOR INSTANCE,** why not a little locust in the curriculum? Some of English’s reviews and some of the English books would--would make excellent combustible material. Perhaps there might arise from some of these same echoes another echo of--of this high-light of Greek civil construction out from under the before-mentioned moderate minds.

**The Vacant Corner** we could have a small cornification sustained by certain lucid yellow cards--yes, the cards contain a description of our own situation; these cards are delivered with the card to Gypsies if they can’t count the student body into these cards. Perhaps the students are not enough small to receive such needed advices.

**Paralegal,** rule of thumb, the kindling wood is all around.

but we get the matches?

**Scots Follow Milton’s Advice,** Europe Gets Thorough Going-Over

By Wally Will

Following the sage advice of Milton, the first of liberal educators, who advised students in his essay on education not to study much in summer but to ride out in Companies with guides and not study much in winter but to ride in Companies with guides, we do--Europe, taking into effect the top of the Market of Britain in their wandering and stormy to-morning, that I do not count the destruction of the Maintenance Building, Holden Avenue, under other circumstances--matters. RASH is talking about symbolic fees, fees which will once again destroy the old and prop up the way for the new.
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**Milt Frosh\* Keep ‘Em Flying**

By Larry Margolis

We need ten more of these little fellows hitting the air. This column, coming from the voice of "interchange intellectual," has not appeared in the Voice for a while. We are sure that students interested in putting on a Frosh program would be interested in trying to revivify an old tradition.

**At Massenatsu Teo,** Sophomore, he is about to land around the one hundredth passenger on this week’s shuttle to the conclusion of the sentience. "Old traditions are now in the wind," he said. They were raised in silence on the field pole. God, yes.

*But a very good current popular opinion is that our Frosh program is.

**P.S.** Do you think of your roommate? Ha, ha, ha. What a way to start the Illinois State Normal University Frosh program for the fall of 1937. It is probably the same thing that we all do in the South. And that looking around for a second semester Frosh--it would be a problem for me and sweater size.

Also from the VIDETTE comes this view: "The only good purpose you can get from something is to grip it. You can therefore be--a homework sweater in that you use it for something, you can always use that sweater for something.

Albert Kauke, B.A. Frosh, please.

**Janitors Win 1901 "Flag Rush"**

By Neil Maxwell

Fifty years ago, the Janitors embarked on a school year in which they would make history, the Janitors of 1901, to be exact. To be true, it was a time of the Union Series Examinations, with unions existing with an union, with no unions, with no unions.

To keep a union, who would say that in the Union Series Examinations? "Great Scott!" who can say that in the Union Series Examinations? "Another Union Series Examination."

The Frosh would probably say that in the Union Series Examinations.

But why should we not have our Frosh series? The Frosh is a Frosh.
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Lords Visit Scots; Bring 5-Game Streak

Kenyon avoids Severance Stadium Saturday to open its 1951 football season. The Lords are undefeated and untied since they met Wooster last year in a 15-13 tie. Since then they have matched to five straight victories.

This game will be the twenty-two meeting between the two teams, which began their grid rivalry back in 1890 when Wooster won 22-6. Since then Wooster has won nine and tied three contests, while Kenyon has been victorious in six games.

Kenyon is expected to use the same T formation that they employed last year. The Lords have a good mixture of backs between which to build an attack. Offensively, Kenyon will line up the same average weight in the line as the Scots although their backfield will be heavier. Tim Ryan, quarterback, stands as the team’s most swift full and weighs 210.

Dave Hovendan, Kenyon Guard and Wooster graduate, would like nothing better than a victory over his alma mater. Henderson, while he was at Wooster, won nine straight littler games in such events as football, basketball, and baseball. In addition, he was captain of the Scots 1950-51 squad which won 19 of its 21 ball games.

The Scots will be out to average five years’ hard ball game but they have the same mixture twice. When Larry Borms dropped back from end to position to the kicking, and our kick for place. As a result, Wooster was penalized, and one extra point and goal was nullified.

The Scots will call upon their depth to overcome any difficulties they may encounter.

The offensive attack and defense linesmen will be approximately the same as they were against Ohio Northern.

The Shack

Try Your Hot Fudge Sundae

THE SHACK

REFRESHMENTS

DOUGHNUTS . . . COOKIES . . . ICE CREAM

for your Smokers, Club Parties, etc.

NOLETTI'S BAKERY

1530 E. BOWMAN STREET

CLEVELAND, OHIO

You've Tried the Rest—

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST—

Here’s the difference.

WEIGHT’S BARBER SHOP

CLEVELAND, OHIO

CAMPUS FAVORITES

$9.95 to $22.95

WEYENBERG . . . FLORESHIM . . . ROBLEE . . . TAYLOR MADE

We have a free selection of new styles in quality shoes—they’re just as smart and comfortable as they are stylish. Come in and see our FALL LINEUP—

$9.95 to $22.95

AMSTER SHOE STORE

Friday, October 5, 1951

Three Sections in Football Tie

Third section continued to keep

over their opponents as they drove after it on Tuesday. The team spirits of Bob Anderson boosted the boys into the spot

ight as to quarterbacked his team

or only touchdown and then

ent bak to down all scoring at

or five Sections.

Estados. Their captain, coach

of the score as he took Anderson’s ancient shows in thend this was Thi’s third straight win.

Colonial Tourist Home

Make reservations now for Homecoming so that your guests may stay next to the Campus.

WOOSTER THEATRE

-MONDAY - TUESDAY

SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET

WOOSTER THEATRE

-SATURDAY—

John Payne in Passage West

ROBERT WHALE AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

of Wooster, Ohio

...and pines with thirst

midst a sea of waves"

Homer-Verevred

Homer wrote about

ancient times—before Colos.

Nowadays there’s no need to

pine with thirst when Coca-Cola

is around the corner from anywhere.

HOMER VERSEIFIED.

"...and pines with thirst

midst a sea of waves"

Homer-Appley

Homer wrote about

ancient times—before Colos.

Nowadays there’s no need to

pine with thirst when Coca-Cola

is around the corner from anywhere.

HOMER VERSEIFIED.
SRFC

Grand Slam!

Lyle Auck was very proud to

carry Marge knots when, in a

short bridge game, she was dealt thirteen diamonds! Aside
difficult comments and lack of

opposition, she made her bid of
eight spades — quite a

lay-down.

The only sad note in this

story is that the pair found that

she had scored the distribution

cards in the other three hands, so

she could have won a bid prize from a

neutral agency.

The Black and Gold knotted

the battle in the second quarter when

Johnson headed the ball off to Bill

Storer for the 10 yard line. Storer

then passed to Ward Lehe who was

alone in the end zone. Bob Bade's

kick for the extra point was blocked

and the score stood at 6-6.

Northern then turned the aerial

offense which was stopped three times when

Dick Smith, defensive back, intercepted the

ball. At the beginning of the second half, Wooster

took the ball on their own 60, and Ned Morin, freshman

fullback, skirted left end, cut back, and

nosed to the four before he was pulled
down from behind.

Team Lead

After two scoreless at the line, Jerry

Soltzinger cut off right guard for the

score. Bob's kick was good and

Wooster led 1-0.

Twenty minutes later the Scots scored

again. Sester threw a third-down pass

that traveled 49 yards to Dick Miller

pass which plucked it out of the air with

defensive men on him.

This play put the ball on the eight

yard line around left to score, making the score 1-6.

The Scots retained with a TD on

their next play after receiving the

kickoff. Jack Dickey took a

clumsy pass on North's 62 and again

the distance to the goal to make the score 10-6.

Wooster took the kick-off and moved

after two plays. Jerry Soltzinger

loosened the ball on the 41, ran around right end, went

uncovered and went on to

score for the Scots, putting the score to 16-6.

Three Awards

Students

For the ambition, achievement, and poverty-scorched:

A first prize of $50 is being offered by the

Union Bank Company and the Chicago Board of Trade

for students on "An Analysis of Scotch Aspects of Grain Market Analysis".

Open to undergraduates, graduate

students, and lecturers or instructors

working for advanced degrees. Deadline: May 1, 1952. Six other prizes awarded.

Additional information may be

obtained from the SRFC office.

The Ohio Journal of Science will

award $100 for an outstanding original research paper by a member of the


Nineteen fellowships for study in Mexico for a year beginning in February

1952, are available to undergraduate students in "philosophy and history." The grants, offered by Mex-

ico, include tuition and a monthly living allowance. Requirements include knowledge of the Spanish

Language and U. S. culture, good health and academic record. Application dead-

line: October 15, 1951.
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new! stays on!

TUSY PERMASTICK

POST SCRIPT MOTEI

PHONE WOOSTER 522-R

NEW-BRICK - RADIANT HEAT - SOFT WATER

BEAUTY-REST MATRASES

Make reservations early for your families

for Homcoming Week

Dick Morrison Barber Shop

"THE HOME OF FRIENDLY SERVICE"

Southeast Corner of the Public Square

Our Own Brand

Slipon

Made of soft navy or black wool with

a variegated plaid. Double looped踏

ning — No milline

fin snugger, lies flat, doesn't pull out of

shape. Collar is ac-

tually looped in back

on the body of the

shoe with a tuck to fit snugly . . . .

Kept for elasticity. Eight lovely fashion colors to brighten up your

gamer ... go with all your suits and shirts. Green, pink, azalea, powdery blue, beige, red, grey, white.

MATCHING CARDIGANS...

$6.35

SIZES

34-40

WoolsnRT

0K

For Quality tailor

hand-made suits

for Winter. The

cost of these su-

its is 

the cost of better

suits. Get yours

now.
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$398

TRED

Authorized Arodure Bandoi
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